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Abstract: a Chinese Paper the Motion of Binary Stars in System and Interference of Gravitational
Who Used the Law of Gravitational Get the Condition of Situation of Extremely to Gravitational,
But the Law of Gravitational is Failure in Power Gravitational Filed. in This Paper Who Correct the
Insufficient in the Chinese Paper.
1. Introduction
Exist a lot of system of binary stars in universe its are consist of two star , and it are rotation each
other who surround the centre of mass . Because of the two stars has different of mass , so its have a
Elliptical orbit , and its can make the vibration of space-tine , so that the system of binary stars
appear the phenomena that is gravitational interference , this conclusion is applicable to power
gravitational filed and weak gravitational filed
2. Motion of Binary Stars in Weak Gravitational Filed
The system of binary stars is in weak gravitational filed if the two stars at the main sequence.
Because of the effect of gravitational is weakly, so the change the orbit of Semiramis axis is
insignificant. According to the law of gravitational of Newton:
F=

GMm
r2

(1)

Because of the system of binary stars had pass of energy so the mass is variable . If differential
the formula of gravitational :
dF
d 2 m d 2 r2
d 2 M d 2 r2
= GM
+ Gm
dt
dr22 dt 2
dr22 dt 2

(2)

According to this formula , the stars produce to gravitational field that is can spread . The speed
is infinity in classical mechanics . This conclusion is mistake , the pass to signal had the limit of
speed.
If a system of binary stars witch is consist of the sun and a planet in solar system (for example
the Pluto , the distance to sun is about 4×107 times of distance from earth to sun) it can`t to receive
the light to sun in a moment , so the light speed had the limit of speed . The pass of gravitational is
an instant in Newton mechanics , but this is conclusion is mistake . This is due to have not rules the
speed of the limit to pass of signal .
3. Correct the Insufficient in Classical Mechanics
Used the metric of Minkowski if description the flat space-time:
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(3)

The axle of time is same as axle of space its straight line if in the flat space-time ,that is
applicable . But it not applicable to curved space-time. The axle of time and axle of space is curved
if in the curved space-time, So the speed of photon is slow than flat space-time where is in curved
space-time .
If a object is motion of high speed (for example, the velocity is close to light space) it pay for the
Lorentz transformation:
x0 − ct

x =
2
1 − vc2


 y = y0

 z = z0

t + vx2
t = 0 c 2

1 − vc 2


(3)

According to this equation , the c is speed of the limit to pass of signal . In fact, if the c is not the
limit to pass of light , had a incremental of velocity ∆ , so that a kind of photon has a speed to
c + ∆ , it make the light is not continuous , but this is mistake . So the c is limit to pass of signal.
The speed of pass of gravitational filed is c2.
4. The Gauss Theorem in Gravitational Field
About a curve space-time, if it should get the unit of gravitational, so it should decomposition the
curve space-time and get it the unit of space:

Fig.1 About a curve space-time
If it a gravitational filed for figure 1, so the area that is infinitesimal is gravitational unit , the
density of unit gravitational represent the intensity of gravitational in any one area , this is
description of geometry.
Analogy the electromagnetic, the field of gravitational has the Gauss theorem too. For every unit
of gravitational, it had the potential of gravitational. It can express as the theory of gravitational in
classical mechanics:
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ϕ = −∇

GM
r

(4)

The intensity of gravitational is define as gravitational in one area is proportion to unit of
gravitational :
Ein =

F( field )
F(unit )

(5)

So get the Gauss theorem:

∫∫ E

in

⋅ ds =

s

1
ρ ( g ) (R )dV
G ∫∫∫
V

(6)

According to this formula, the intensity of gravitational is proportional to the density of
gravitational :
dE(in )
dρ ( g )

= G −1

(7)

5. . Interference of Gravitational
If two waves happened the phenomena of Interference , its are has three conditions :
1). Has the Same to Direction of Vibration At Two Waves
2). Has the Same to Frequency At Two Waves
3). Has the Constant of Phase Difference
These conditions is applicable to gravitational field. The celestial bodies can produce the
gravitational waves when it move in space and produce the acceleration, the radio of gravitational
waves is vertical to acceleration. The energy of gravitational waves as the variable as distance too, it
reduce with distance it obey to the law of inverse proportion to dist ence.
E=

GM
R

(8)

The energy of gravitational waves is sum of unit gravitational:
1

∫∫ E ⋅ ds = G ∫∫∫ MGR
s

−1

dR

v

= M ∫∫∫ R −1dR

(9)

V

Attention, (9) is similar to (6) ,but its had different physical significance .
According to the (9) :
M

1 dE
=1
R dR

(10)

If a system of binary stars ,it can happened a phenomena of Interference of gravitational , this
phenomena is make the distribution is uneven in gravitational field , so the space is volatility where
is surround the system of binary stars .
6. The Features of Space-Time At Power Gravitational Field
The Newton mechanics is failure in powerful gravitational field it is due to the mass is variable.
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Einstein put forward to general relativity, general relativity is applicable to power gravitational field,
it has a equation for gravitational field:
Rµν −

1
8πG
g µν R = 4 Tµν
2
c

(11)

According to this equation, intensity of gravitational field is represent as effect of curve in
space-time .
It very complex features of space-time in powerful gravitational field. If two celestial bodies
happen the collision who are have the massive mass, the system produce the gravitational wave, it
lead to vibration for time and space.
It is a term in equation (11) that is tensor of energy and momentum:

Tµν


ε

=  M1c
 M2c

 M3c

S1 S 2 S3 

c c c 
T11 T12 T13 

T21 T22 T23 

T31 T32 T33 

(12)

(M is represent the energy, S is represent flux of energy, T is stress) In the situation of the limit,
the stress is all of offer the energy, it make the energy is maximum:
n

lim Tmn = limM 1S1 = ∑ mi c 2
v →c

i =1

(13)

And it happen the resonance :
dP
=0
dω

(14)

( ω is frequency of gravitational waves)
7. Conclusion
All in all , any system of binary stars can happened the interference of gravitational when the
celestial bodies had motion in space , the intensity of interference is proportional the momentum .
According to the law of momentum conservation , if two celestial bodies happened the collision ,
the interference of gravitational is proportional to subtraction for momentum at the after collision
and momentum at the before collision , this is origin to gravitational waves .
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